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(54) MOVING-BODY POSITIONING SYSTEM AND MOVING-BODY POSITIONING METHOD

(57) A kinematic positioning system configured to de-
termine position coordinates of moving bodies by receiv-
ing positioning signals from positioning satellites, com-
prises an on-vehicle device configured to calculate the
position coordinates of one of the moving bodies based
on carrier wave phases of the positioning signals re-
ceived from the positioning satellites, and a ground man-
agement device configured to transmit correction data
used to calculate the position coordinates to the on-ve-
hicle device in response to a request from the on-vehicle
device. The on-vehicle device executes a first processing
sequence of performing precise point positioning com-
putation by acquiring precise orbit data of each position-
ing satellite from any of the positioning satellite and the
ground management device, and calculating the position
coordinates, and a second processing sequence of send-
ing the ground management device a pseudorange con-
cerning a positioning satellite selected from the position-
ing satellites, a carrier wave, and the position coordinates
of the one moving body, performing the precise point
positioning computation by acquiring the correction data
from the ground management device, and calculating the
position coordinates. The on-vehicle device selects the

position coordinates having a smaller data error out of
the position coordinates calculated in the first processing
sequence and the position coordinates calculated in the
second processing sequence as the position coordinates
of the one moving body.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a kinematic positioning system and a kinematic positioning method.

[Background Art]

===Incorporation by Reference===

[0002] This application is based upon and claims the benefit of priority to Japanese Patent Application No. 2018-137182
filed on July 20 2018, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.
[0003] Various positioning methods that enable positioning at high accuracy by using a global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) have been developed in recent years. Precise point positioning (PPP) has been known as a typical
positioning method. As an example of a positioning apparatus adopting the precise point positioning, PTL 1 discloses
a point positioning apparatus which obtains distances between a receiver and positioning satellites by using positioning
signals transmitted from the positioning satellites and estimates a position of the receiver by using the obtained distances.
Here, the point positioning apparatus includes: a satellite information detecting unit which observes orbit information on
the positioning satellites and clock errors of the satellites from navigation messages included in the positioning signals
or from values estimated in advance by off-line processing; an ionosphere delay information obtaining unit which obtains
delay amount information on the ionosphere; a troposphere delay information obtaining unit which obtains delay amount
information on the troposphere; and a positioning computing unit which linearly approximates the position of the receiver
by using an estimation result of a position of the receiver in the past and the orbit information on the positioning satellites,
sets up explanatory variables, as unknown values, that include the linearly approximated position of the receiver, an
integer value bias, a clock error of the receiver, clock errors of the positioning satellites, a delay amount of the ionosphere,
and a delay amount of the troposphere, sets up objective variables, as observational values, that include carrier phases,
code pseudoranges, the clock errors of the satellites, delay amount information on the ionosphere, and delay amount
information on the troposphere, defines a regression equation using the explanatory variables and the objective variables,
and estimates at least the position of the receiver by applying a parameter estimation algorithm to the regression equation.
[0004] Meanwhile, as an example of a high-accuracy positioning terminal that utilizes the precise point positioning,
PTL 2 discloses a positioning terminal of a satellite positioning system, which is configured: to receive multiple navigation
signals for the GNSS from multiple satellites broadcasting the navigation signals and to acquire a precise ephemeris
and correction information from an information source that outputs the precise ephemeris and the correction information:
to obtain a value of a position of the own terminal estimated from a known parameter not based on the navigation signal
in the course of processing to cause values of error factors to converge through continuous observation when enhancing
positioning accuracy based on the multiple navigation signals, and to use each estimated value as an initial value of the
continuous observation and/or a value to be added; and then to perform processing to calculate the position of the own
terminal while cancelling at least an error component relating to ambiguity.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0005]

[PTL 1] Japanese Patent Publication No. 4146877
[PTL 2] Japanese Patent Publication No. 5794646

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0006] The precise point positioning has heretofore been applied mainly to the fields of positioning, architecture, and
others. In addition, applications to other fields including disaster prevention, disaster mitigation, environmental conser-
vation, and so forth have been rapidly making progress in recent years. One of such new applications is autonomous
travel control of moving bodies such as automobiles, agricultural machines, and construction machines.
[0007] High-accuracy positioning data in the order of the centimeter is said to be constantly required for the autonomous
travel control of such a moving body. On the other hand, the precise point positioning generates high-accuracy positioning
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data by bringing about ex post convergence of positioning errors which are attributable to accuracy of the clocks mounted
on the receiver and the satellites, displacements of the positioning satellites from the orbits, delays of carrier waves
during passage through the ionosphere and the troposphere, and so forth. Accordingly, instantaneity, or in other words,
availability to cause the positioning errors to converge in a short time is required when the precise point positioning is
used for the autonomous travel control of a moving body. In this regard, the positioning terminal disclosed in PTL 2
succeeds in enhancing the instantaneity. Nevertheless, at a point immediately after activation of the terminal or in a
situation where the satellite communication is blocked by a shield object such as a tunnel, it is difficult to cause the
positioning errors to converge in a short time because an approximate value of the distance between each positioning
satellite and the moving body called a carrier wave phase cannot be corrected. If the convergence of the positioning
errors can be achieved in a short time in the aforementioned case, then it is possible to use the precise point positioning
for the autonomous travel control of the moving body.
[0008] Given the situation, it is an object of the present invention to provide a kinematic positioning system and a
kinematic positioning method, which are capable of achieving convergence of positioning errors in a short time during
precise point positioning.

[Solution to Problem]

[0009] To attain the object, an aspect of the present invention provides a kinematic positioning system configured to
determine position coordinates of moving bodies by receiving positioning signals from positioning satellites, comprising
an on-vehicle device configured to calculate the position coordinates of one of the moving bodies based on carrier wave
phases of the positioning signals received from the positioning satellites, and a ground management device configured
to transmit correction data used to calculate the position coordinates to the on-vehicle device in response to a request
from the on-vehicle device, wherein the on-vehicle device executes a first processing sequence of performing precise
point positioning computation by acquiring precise orbit data of each positioning satellite from any of the positioning
satellite and the ground management device, and calculating the position coordinates, and a second processing sequence
of sending the ground management device a pseudorange concerning a positioning satellite selected from the positioning
satellites, a carrier wave, and the position coordinates of the one moving body, performing the precise point positioning
computation by acquiring the correction data from the ground management device, and calculating the position coordi-
nates, and in the second processing sequence, the on-vehicle device selects the position coordinates having a smaller
data error out of the position coordinates calculated in the first processing sequence and the position coordinates
calculated in the second processing sequence as the position coordinates of the one moving body.
[0010] Meanwhile, another aspect of the present invention provides a kinematic positioning system configured to
determine position coordinates of moving bodies by receiving positioning signals from positioning satellites, comprising
an on-vehicle device configured to calculate the position coordinates of one of the moving bodies based on carrier wave
phases of the positioning signals received from the positioning satellites, and a ground management device configured
to transmit correction data used to calculate the position coordinates to the on-vehicle device in response to a request
from the on-vehicle device, wherein the on-vehicle device executes a first processing sequence of performing precise
point positioning computation by acquiring precise orbit data of each positioning satellite from any of the positioning
satellite and the ground management device, and calculating the position coordinates, and a second processing sequence
of sending the ground management device a pseudorange obtained by a positioning satellite selected from the positioning
satellites, a carrier wave, and the position coordinates of the one moving body, and acquiring the position coordinates
calculated by the ground management device from the ground management device, and in the second processing
sequence, the on-vehicle device sends the ground management device the pseudorange obtained by the positioning
satellite selected from the positioning satellites, the carrier wave, and broad position coordinates of the one moving body
calculated based on any of the pseudorange and the carrier wave, the ground management device calculates the
correction data based on the pseudorange, the carrier wave, and the broad position coordinates received from the on-
vehicle device, performs the precise point positioning computation by using the correction data, calculates the position
coordinates, and transmits the position coordinates to the on-vehicle device, and the on-vehicle device selects the
position coordinates having a smaller data error out of the position coordinates calculated in the first processing sequence
and the position coordinates calculated in the second processing sequence as the position coordinates of the one moving
body.
[0011] Other problems disclosed in this specification and solutions thereto will become clear in the chapter of the
description of embodiments and in the drawings.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0012] According to the present invention, there are provided a kinematic positioning system and a kinematic positioning
method, which are capable of achieving convergence of positioning errors in a short time during precise point positioning.
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[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0013]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a diagram showing a hardware configuration example of a kinematic positioning system 1.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a diagram showing an example of functional blocks of a demultiplexing device 220 that forms an
on-vehicle device 102.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a diagram showing an example of functional blocks of a GNSS receiver 240 that forms the on-
vehicle device 102.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a diagram showing an example of functional blocks of a vehicle control device 260 that forms the
on-vehicle device 102.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a diagram showing an example of functional blocks of an augmentative data distribution server 420
that forms a ground server 104.
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a diagram showing an example of functional blocks of an assistive data distribution server 440 that
forms the ground server 104.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a diagram showing an example of functional blocks of a management server 470 that forms the
ground server 104.
[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a diagram showing an example of processing procedures of a first position data generation sequence.
[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is a diagram schematically showing a data structure example of observational data.
[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is a diagram showing an example of observational data generation processing.
[Fig. 11] Fig. 11 is a diagram showing an example of observational data selection processing.
[Fig. 12] Fig. 12 is a diagram schematically showing a data structure example of assistive data.
[Fig. 13] Fig. 13 is a diagram showing an example of assistive data generation processing.
[Fig. 14] Fig. 14 is a diagram showing an example of first position data generation processing.
[Fig. 15] Fig. 15 is a diagram showing an example of processing procedures of a second position data generation
sequence.
[Fig. 16] Fig. 16 is a diagram showing an example of second position data generation processing.
[Fig. 17] Fig. 17 is a diagram schematically showing a method of estimating a clock error on a vehicle.
[Fig. 18] Fig. 18 is a diagram showing an example of position data selection processing.
[Fig. 19] Fig. 19 is a diagram showing an example of processing procedures of a second position data generation
sequence.
[Fig. 20] Fig. 20 is a diagram showing an example of second position data generation processing.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0014] Embodiments of the present invention will be described below with reference to the accompanying drawings.
Note that in the following drawings used for the description, identical or similar constituents may be denoted by the same
reference signs and overlapping explanations may be omitted as appropriate. In the meantime, reference signs not
necessary for the description may be omitted in some drawings.
[0015] The embodiments will be described on the assumption that a moving body to be subjected to autonomous
travel control by using a kinematic positioning system is a well-known autonomous traveling vehicle (hereinafter simply
referred to as the "vehicle"). However, usages and functions of the moving body in the present invention are not limited
to the foregoing. For example, the moving body may be an agricultural machine or a construction machine as long as
the moving body is provided with a control device that instructs an actuator, which physically executes an operation
such as braking, gear shifting, and steering, to perform a proper action based on positioning data received from a sensor
or an antenna.

===First embodiment===

<Outline of positioning by kinematic positioning system>

[0016] First, an outline of positioning by a kinematic positioning system will be described. The kinematic positioning
system utilizes the above-mentioned satellite positioning technique called the precise point positioning and generates
data (hereinafter referred to as "position data") indicating position coordinates of a vehicle in terms of a predetermined
three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system (hereinafter referred to as a "positioning coordinate system").
[0017] The position data can be generated by obtaining carrier wave phases between the vehicle and four or more
positioning satellites, respectively, and calculating a point of intersection of the carrier wave phases. Each carrier wave
phase is obtained by observing a phase of a carrier wave when each positioning satellite transmits a positioning signal.
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[0018] The aforementioned carrier wave phases contain errors which are attributable to orbits of the respective posi-
tioning satellites, accuracy of clocks used by a receiving device and the positioning satellites, delays of carrier waves
that occur in the course of passage - through the ionosphere and the troposphere, biases contained in the carrier wave
phases, and so forth. For this reason, the kinematic positioning system refines the carrier wave phases by correcting
these errors. A generic value of these values for correcting the errors will be hereinafter referred to as a correction value.
[0019] In the kinematic positioning system, (1) pseudoranges from the four or more positioning satellites are calculated
one by one, and the point of intersection of spherical surfaces having those pseudoranges as radii is obtained and data
(hereinafter referred to as "tentative position data") indicating an approximate position of the point of intersection is
generated to begin with. Then, (2) respective correction values for adjusting the carrier wave phases are calculated by
using the tentative position data, and (3) the position data is generated by causing the positioning errors to converge by
performing carrier wave positioning while using these correction values. The above-mentioned processing (1), (2), and
(3) will be hereinafter collectively referred to as precise point positioning computation. In the following, an explanation
concerning computation processing to generate the tentative position data based on the pseudoranges in the processing
(1) will be omitted in order to simplify the description.
[0020] The kinematic positioning system conducts the precise point positioning in conformity to Japan satellite navi-
gation Geodetic System 2011 (JGS2011) which adopts International Terrestrial Reference Frame 2008 (ITRF2008) as
a positioning coordinate system. However, the geodetic system that the kinematic positioning system complies with may
be a different geodetic system such as World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS 84) and Parameters of the Earth 1990
(PE90.11).
[0021] The kinematic positioning system performs the precise point positioning computation by using the following
computation device, thereby generating the position data of the vehicle targeted for positioning.

<Regarding kinematic positioning system 1>

[0022] First, a physical configuration of a kinematic positioning system 1 will be described. Fig. 1 schematically shows
an example of a hardware configuration of the kinematic positioning system 1. As shown in Fig. 1, in the kinematic
positioning system 1, multiple on-vehicle devices 102a, 102b, 102c,... 102n (hereinafter collectively referred to as the
"on-vehicle devices 102" when mentioning the devices as a whole or when it is not necessary to distinguish the respective
devices) of vehicles are coupled to a server unit (hereinafter also referred to as a "ground server 104") formed from
multiple general-purpose servers installed on the ground through the Internet 108. Each on-vehicle device 102 is assumed
to be an in-vehicle general-purpose computer in this embodiment. The on-vehicle device 102 may be a general-purpose
computer such as a laptop PC or may be a structure that includes a portable device such as a smartphone and a tablet.
The on-vehicle device 102 is wirelessly coupled to a communication network 108 such as the Internet. In the meantime,
the ground server 104 is coupled to the Internet 108 by wire through well-known communication equipment (hereinafter
also referred to as a "communication device 106"). However, the ground server 104 may be wirelessly coupled to the
communication network 108 such as the Internet instead. The vehicles which use the kinematic positioning system 1
are provided with user IDs in advance in order to uniquely identify the respective vehicles. The ground server 104
provides the on-vehicle device 102 of each vehicle with positioning data or correction data for correcting the positioning
data.
[0023] On the other hand, a monitor station 114 is a ground installation which is located at a site where it is possible
to receive positioning signals from positioning satellites 100, and is configured to receive and collect the positioning
signals for estimating a precise orbit and time of each positioning satellite 100 and to verify signal quality. Information
on orbit data and other data of each positioning satellite 100 is transmitted to the ground server 104 through the com-
munication network 108.
[0024] Next, a functional configuration of the kinematic positioning system 1 will be described. Figs. 2 to 4 show an
example of functional blocks of the on-vehicle device 102. Meanwhile, Figs. 5 to 7 show an example of functional blocks
of the ground server 104. As shown in Figs. 2 to 7, the kinematic positioning system 1 includes the on-vehicle device
102 formed mainly from a demultiplexing device 220, a GNSS receiver 240, and a vehicle control device 260, and the
ground server 104 formed mainly from an augmentative data distribution server 420, an assistive data distribution server
440, and a management server 470. As shown in FIG. 1 mentioned above as an example, respective constituents of
the on-vehicle device 102 and of the ground server 104 are realized by hardware including a computing unit 10 such as
a central processing unit (CPU) and various coprocessors, a memory 20, an input-output device 30 for inputting and
outputting data, a storage 40 such as a hard disk drive (HDD) and a solid-state drive (SSD), and wired or wireless
coupling lines to couple these constituents, and by software stored in the storage 40 and configured to supply processing
commands to the computing unit 10. Computer programs may be formed from device drivers, an operating system,
various application programs located on an upper layer thereof, and a library to provide these programs with common
functions. Respective blocks to be described below represent function-based blocks instead of configurations based on
the hardware units.
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[0025] The on-vehicle device 102 may include a general-purpose computer such as a laptop PC and a web browser
installed thereon. The ground server 104 may include a web server. Meanwhile, the on-vehicle device 102 and the
ground server 104 may be provided integrally with a well-known car navigation system.

<Configuration example of on-vehicle device 102>

[0026] The on-vehicle device 102 includes the demultiplexing device 220, the GNSS receiver 240, and the vehicle
control device 260.

(Demultiplexing device 220)

[0027] As shown in Fig. 2, the demultiplexing device 220 includes a communication unit 222, a data processing unit
224, and a data storage unit 236.
[0028] The communication unit 222 handles communication processing with the GNSS receiver 240 and the vehicle
control device 260 through internal wiring of the on-vehicle device 102. The data storage unit 236 stores various data.
The data processing unit 224 executes a variety of processing based on the positioning signals acquired from the
positioning satellites 100 through a GNSS antenna 112 and the data stored in the data storage unit 236. The GNSS
antenna 112 is an antenna device for satellite communication designed to receive the positioning signals from the
positioning satellites 100.
[0029] The data processing unit 224 includes an analog signal to digital signal conversion unit 226, a code correlation
unit 228, a navigation message demodulation unit 230, a pseudorange computation unit 232, and an observational data
transmission unit 234.
[0030] The analog signal to digital signal conversion unit 226 converts the positioning signal, which is an analog signal,
into a digital signal. In the following, the positioning signal being the analog signal will be referred to as an analog
positioning signal and the positioning signal converted into the digital signal will be referred to as a digital positioning
signal. The code correlation unit 228 computes a correlation between a pseudorandom noise (PRN) code which is
contained in the digital positioning signal and a replica of the aforementioned pseudorandom noise code which is stored
in a replica code data storage unit 238. In this way, the positioning satellite 100 that transmits the relevant analog
positioning signal is identified. The navigation message demodulation unit 230 demodulates a navigation message
received from the positioning satellite 100. The navigation message is formed by subjecting data concerning the orbit
information on the positioning satellite 100 to phase modulation by using the pseudorandom noise code. The pseudorange
computation unit 232 calculates a pseudorange between the positioning satellite 100 and the own vehicle. The obser-
vational data transmission unit 234 transmits observational data, which is formed by adding data indicating the pseu-
dorange and other factors to a carrier wave of the positioning signal, to the vehicle control device 260 through the
communication unit 222. Details of the observational data will be described later in relation to FIGs. 9 to 11. The data
processing unit 224 also functions as an interface between the communication unit 222 and the data storage unit 236.
[0031] The data storage unit 236 includes the replica code data storage unit 238. The replica code data storage unit
238 stores replica code data of the pseudorandom noise code. The replica code data is the replica of the navigation
message (the pseudorandom noise code) transmitted from the positioning satellite used by the on-vehicle device 102,
which is utilized for causing the code correlation unit 228 to specify reception time from the positioning satellite being a
transmission source of the navigation message by means of correlation computation.

(GNSS receiver 240)

[0032] As shown in Fig. 3, the GNSS receiver 240 includes a communication unit 242, a data processing unit 244,
and a data storage unit 254.
[0033] The communication unit 242 handles communication processing with the demultiplexing device 220 and the
vehicle control device 260 through the internal wiring of the on-vehicle device 102. The data storage unit 254 stores
various data. The data processing unit 244 executes a variety of processing based on data acquired by the communication
unit 242 and the data stored in the data storage unit 254. The data processing unit 244 also functions as an interface
between the communication unit 242 and the data storage unit 254.
[0034] The data processing unit 244 includes a positioning signal reception unit 246, an assistive data reception unit
248, a precise point positioning computation unit 250, and a precise point positioning computation result transmission
unit 252.
[0035] The positioning signal reception unit 246 receives the analog positioning signal from the demultiplexing device
220 through the communication unit 242, and converts this signal into a digital signal. The assistive data reception unit
248 receives correction data used for correction of a carrier wave phase, which is called assistive data, from the assistive
data distribution server 440 to be described later through the communication unit 242. The precise point positioning
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computation unit 250 performs the precise point positioning computation and generates the position data that indicates
the position coordinates. The position data generated by the precise point positioning computation unit 250 will be
referred to as first position data. The precise point positioning computation result transmission unit 252 transmits the
first position data to the vehicle control device 260 through the communication unit 242.
[0036] The data storage unit 254 includes a positioning signal data storage unit 256, a replica code data storage unit
257, an assistive data storage unit 258, and a precise point positioning computation result data storage unit 259.
[0037] The positioning signal data storage unit 256 stores the digital positioning signal as data. The replica code data
storage unit 257 stores the replica code data of the pseudorandom noise code. The assistive data storage unit 258
stores the assistive data received from the assistive data distribution server 440. The precise point positioning computation
result data storage unit 259 stores the first position data generated by the precise point positioning computation unit 250.

(Vehicle control device 260)

[0038] As shown in Fig. 4, the vehicle control device 260 includes a communication unit 262, a data processing unit
264, and a data storage unit 278.
[0039] The communication unit 262 handles communication processing with the demultiplexing device 220 and the
GNSS receiver 240 through the internal wiring of the on-vehicle device 102. The data storage unit 278 stores various
data. The data processing unit 264 executes a variety of processing based on data acquired by the communication unit
262 and the data stored in the data storage unit 278. The data processing unit 264 also functions as an interface between
the communication unit 262 and the data storage unit 278.
[0040] The data processing unit 264 includes an observational data transmission unit 266, an external precise point
positioning computation result reception unit 268, a precise point positioning computation unit 270, a convergence
determination and positioning selection unit 272, a positioning integration unit 274, and a travel orbit generation and
vehicle control unit 276.
[0041] The observational data transmission unit 266 transmits the observational data to the assistive data distribution
server 440 through the communication unit 262. The external precise point positioning computation result reception unit
268 receives data indicating the computation result of the precise point positioning computation through the communi-
cation unit 262, which is performed by the GNSS receiver 240 or the assistive data distribution server 440. The precise
point positioning computation unit 270 performs the precise point positioning computation and generates the position
data. The position data generated by the precise point positioning computation unit 270 will be referred to as second
position data. The convergence determination and positioning selection unit 272 selects one of the first position data
received from the precise point positioning computation result transmission unit 252 of the GNSS receiver 240 through
the communication unit 262 and the second position data generated by the precise point positioning computation unit
270, and defines the selected data as the position data of the own vehicle. The positioning integration unit 274 generates
integrated positioning data by integrating the position data received from the convergence determination and positioning
selection unit 272 with positioning data acquired from various sensors installed in a vehicle body. The travel orbit
generation and vehicle control unit 276 generates travel orbit data based on the integrated positioning data received
from the positioning integration unit 274, and controls the travel of the vehicle.
[0042] The data storage unit 278 includes a positioning supplementary data storage unit 280 and a vehicle control
map data storage unit 282. The positioning supplementary data storage unit 280 stores positioning supplementary data,
that is, data representing correction values received from a precise point positioning computation result distribution unit
454 of the assistive data distribution server 440 through the communication unit 262. The vehicle control map data
storage unit 282 stores high-accuracy map data used for the travel control of the vehicle.
[0043] The description has been made above of the case where the respective functions of the on-vehicle device 102
are implemented by the three devices, namely, the demultiplexing device 220, the GNSS receiver 240, and the vehicle
control device 260 that are coupled to one another. Instead, these respective functions may be integrally implemented
by a single device.

<Ground server 104>

[0044] The ground server 104 includes the augmentative data distribution server 420, the assistive data distribution
server 440, and the management server 470.

(Augmentative data distribution server 420)

[0045] As shown in Fig. 5, the augmentative data distribution server 420 includes a communication unit 422, a data
processing unit 424, and a data storage unit 432.
[0046] The communication unit 422 handles communication processing with the assistive data distribution server 440
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and the management server 470 through internal wiring of the ground server 104. The data storage unit 432 stores
various data. The data processing unit 424 executes a variety of processing based on data acquired by the communication
unit 422 and the data stored in the data storage unit 432. The data processing unit 424 also functions as an interface
between the communication unit 422 and the data storage unit 432.
[0047] The data processing unit 424 includes a precise orbit and clock estimation unit 426, an augmentative data
generation unit 428, and an augmentative data distribution unit 430.
[0048] The precise orbit and clock estimation unit 426 receives observational data generated by the monitor station
114 and estimates errors out of errors contained in the carrier wave phase, which are attributable to accuracy of the
clock on the positioning satellite 100, a displacement of the orbit of the positioning satellite 100, and a bias contained
in the carrier wave phase. The augmentative data generation unit 428 generates data called augmentative data based
on a result of estimation by the precise orbit and clock estimation unit 426. The augmentative data is data indicating
values for correcting the errors out of the errors contained in the carrier wave phase, which are attributable to accuracy
of the clock on the positioning satellite 100, the displacement of the orbit of the positioning satellite 100, and the bias
contained in the carrier wave phase. The augmentative data distribution unit 430 distributes the augmentative data to
the assistive data distribution server 440 through the communication unit 422.
[0049] The data storage unit 432 includes a monitor station’s observational data storage unit 434. The monitor station’s
observational data storage unit 434 stores the observational data acquired from the monitor station 114. The observational
data acquired from the monitor station 114 includes the pseudorange between the positioning satellite 100 and the
monitor station 114, the carrier wave, a signal intensity, and other factors.

(Assistive data distribution server 440)

[0050] As shown in Fig. 6, the assistive data distribution server 440 includes a communication unit 442, a data process-
ing unit 444, and a data storage unit 458. The assistive data distribution server 440 is coupled to the communication
device 106 configured to communicate with vehicle control devices 260a, 260b, 260c,... 260n (hereinafter collectively
referred to as the "vehicle control devices 260" as appropriate) of the respective vehicles and with the monitor station
114, and performs transmission and reception of various data to and from these devices through the Internet 108.
[0051] The communication unit 442 handles communication processing with the augmentative data distribution server
420 and the management server 470 through the internal wiring of the ground server 104. The data storage unit 458
stores various data. The data processing unit 444 executes a variety of processing based on data acquired by the
communication unit 442 and the data stored in the data storage unit 458. The data processing unit 444 also functions
as an interface between the communication unit 442 and the data storage unit 458.
[0052] The data processing unit 444 includes a respective vehicles’ observational data reception unit 446, an aug-
mentative data reception unit 448, a delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit 450, a precise point
positioning computation unit 452, the precise point positioning computation result distribution unit 454, and an assistive
data distribution unit 456.
[0053] The respective vehicles’ observational data reception unit 446 receives observational data generated by the
respective vehicles from the vehicle control device 260 through the communication unit 442. The augmentative data
reception unit 448 receives the augmentative data from the augmentative data distribution server 420 through the
communication unit 442. The delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit 450 calculates delay amounts
of the carrier wave in the troposphere and the ionosphere based on elevation angles each defined by the horizontal line
and a line joining the positioning satellite 100 and the GNSS antenna 112 with the shortest distance at each of the
vehicles, and generates the assistive data by using calculation results and the augmentative data. The precise point
positioning computation unit 452 calculates the above-described correction values by using the assistive data. The
precise point positioning computation unit 452 also corrects the carrier wave phase between the positioning satellite
100 and the vehicle targeted for positioning by using the calculated correction values, thereby calculating the second
position data by using the carrier wave phase. The precise point positioning computation result distribution unit 454
distributes the second position data or the data representing the correction values calculated by the precise point posi-
tioning computation unit 452 to the vehicle control device 260 of each vehicle through the communication unit 442. The
assistive data distribution unit distributes the assistive data to the GNSS receiver 240 or the vehicle control device 260
of each vehicle through the communication unit 442.
[0054] The data storage unit 458 includes a respective vehicles’ observational data storage unit 460 and an assistive
data storage unit 462. The respective vehicles’ observational data storage unit 460 stores the observational data received
from the respective vehicles. The assistive data storage unit 462 stores the assistive data generated by the delaying
troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit 450.
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(Management server 470)

[0055] As shown in Fig. 7, the management server 470 includes a communication unit 472, a data processing unit
474, and a data storage unit 486.
[0056] The communication unit handles communication processing with the augmentative data distribution server 420
and the assistive data distribution server 440 through the internal wiring of the ground server 104. The data storage unit
486 stores various data. The data processing unit 474 executes a variety of processing based on data acquired by the
communication unit 472 and the data stored in the data storage unit 486. The data processing unit 474 also functions
as an interface between the communication unit 472 and the data storage unit 486.
[0057] The data processing unit 474 includes a terminal management unit 476, an authentication and charging unit
478, a software management and updating unit 480, an operation monitoring unit 482, and a data accumulation analysis
unit 484.
[0058] The terminal management unit 476 manages communication between the respective vehicles and the assistive
data distribution server 440. The authentication and charging unit 478 receives and authenticates the data indicating
the above-described user IDs from the vehicle control devices 260 of the respective vehicles, and charges usage fees
to drivers of the respective vehicles who use a kinematic positioning system 1a based on authentication results. The
software management and updating unit 480 manages and updates the software that governs the respective functions
of the ground server 104. The operation monitoring unit 482 monitors an operating state of each positioning satellite
100 in a satellite positioning system such as a global positioning system (GPS) and a global navigation satellite system
(GLONASS) available for the kinematic positioning system 1a. The data accumulation analysis unit 484 analyzes a state
of accumulation of the various data stored in the data storage units (432, 458, and 486) of the respective servers.
[0059] The data storage unit 486 includes a terminal data storage unit 488, an authentication and charging data storage
unit 490, a software data storage unit 492, a respective vehicles’ observational data storage unit 494, a monitor station’s
observational data storage unit 496, an augmentative data storage unit 498, and an assistive data storage unit 499.
[0060] The terminal data storage unit 488 stores terminal data such as the user IDs acquired from the respective
vehicles. The authentication and charging data storage unit 490 stores data indicating the user IDs allocated to the
respective vehicles, and data indicating charging states on the vehicle basis. The software data storage unit 492 stores
the various data used by the software that governs the respective functions of the on-vehicle devices 102 and the ground
server 104. The respective vehicles’ observational data storage unit 494 stores the observational data received from
the vehicle control devices 260 of the respective vehicles. The monitor station’s observational data storage unit 496
stores the observational data received from the monitor station 114. The augmentative data storage unit 498 stores the
augmentative data received from the augmentative data distribution server 420. The assistive data storage unit 499
stores the assistive data received from the assistive data distribution server 440.
[0061] The management server 470 of this embodiment is equipped with a usage fee collecting function of the kinematic
positioning system 1 as described above. However, it is also possible to adopt a configuration to outsource processing
of the above-mentioned function that is tenuously related to the essential function of the positioning system to an external
system, for example. Meanwhile, the specific fee collecting function may be designed as appropriate depending on the
system specifications.
[0062] The description has been made above of the case where the respective functions of the ground server 104 are
implemented by the three servers, namely, the augmentative data distribution server 420, the assistive data distribution
server 440, and the management server 470 that are coupled to one another. Instead, these respective functions may
be integrally implemented by a single server.

<Relation between correction of pseudorange and convergence of positioning errors>

[0063] The kinematic positioning system 1a of this embodiment performs the precise point positioning computation
by using the above-described constituents, generates the first position data and the second position data of the moving
body targeted for positioning, and provides the moving body targeted for positioning with the position data by selecting
one of the first position data and the second position data thus generated.
[0064] As discussed earlier, each of these position data is generated based on the carrier wave phases between the
four or more positioning satellites (100a, 100b, 100c,... and 100n) and the vehicle. Accordingly, the measurement of the
carrier wave phases and the correction thereof form the core of position data generation processing in the kinematic
positioning system 1a. The carrier wave phase can be expressed by the following observation equation:
[Mathematical 1] 
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[0065] The following are the breakdown of respective variables and constants in the above-mentioned observation

equation:  observational value of carrier wave phase (left-hand side);

 pseudorange (upper stage of right-hand side);
(xp, yp, zp): positioning satellite;
(xu, yu, zu) : GNSS antenna; and
correction values (lower stage of right-hand side) including:

c: speed of light (m/s) ... constant;
δtu: clock error of receiving device (s) ... (variable a) ;
δtp: clock error of satellite (s) ... (variable b);
δIup: delay amount of ionosphere (m) ... (variable c);
δTu

p: delay amount of troposphere (m) ... (variable d);
λ: carrier wave wavelength (m/cycle) ... constant;
Nu

p: bias amount of carrier wave phase (cycle) (observational value e);
Δϕu

p: amount of phase windup effect (cycle) ... (observational value f);
Δpu

p: phase center displacement amount of antenna (m) ... (observational value g); and
εφ: observed noise (indefinite value).

[0066] In the above-mentioned observation equation, the carrier wave phase is indicated on the left-hand side as the
observational value.
[0067] Meanwhile, the pseudorange is indicated at the upper stage on the right-hand side and the correction values
are indicated at the lower stage on the right-hand side, respectively.
[0068] As shown at the lower stage on the right-hand side, the correction values include: (a) a value attributed to clock
accuracy on the receiving device (220, 240); (b) a value attributed to clock accuracy on the positioning satellite 100; (c)
a value attributed to a delay of the carrier wave caused during its passage through the ionosphere; (d) a value attributed
to a delay of the carrier wave caused during its passage through the troposphere; (e) a value attributed to a displacement
of the carrier wave phase; (f) a value attributed to a change in relative positional relationship between a positioning signal
transmission antenna of the positioning satellite 100 and the GNSS antenna 112, which is called a phase windup effect;
(g) a value attributed to a variation of an incident position of the positioning signal from the phase center of the GNSS
antenna 112; and (h) a value attributed to noise during observation.
[0069] The position data are obtained by solving simultaneous equations of the carrier wave phases (the observation
equations) between the four or more positioning satellites (100a, 100b, and 100c) and the vehicle.
[0070] By obtaining the respective correction values in terms of the aforementioned error factors and performing the
correction accordingly, it is possible to determine the accurate position coordinates in the order of the centimeter regarding
the vehicle targeted for positioning. Therefore, computation processing of the kinematic positioning system 1a will be
described below while focusing on the correction of the carrier wave phase.
[0071] The kinematic positioning system 1a generates the position data expressed by the above-mentioned observation
equation separately by using two computation processing systems. In the following, a system to conduct the precise
point positioning computation by using the GNSS receiver 240 will be referred to as a first position data generation
sequence, and a system to conduct the precise point positioning computation by using the assistive data distribution
server 440 and the vehicle control device 260 will be referred to as a second position data generation sequence.
[0072] Fig. 8 shows an example of the first position data generation sequence. Meanwhile, Fig. 15 shows an example
of the second position data generation sequence. Here, the first position data generation sequence will be described in
concrete terms with reference to Fig. 8 to begin with. The second position data generation sequence will be explained
later in relation to Fig. 15.
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<Generation process of first position data>

[0073] As shown in Fig. 8, the first position data is generated through the following process.
[0074] When the on-vehicle device 102 receives the positioning signal transmitted from the positioning satellite 100
(S810a), the on-vehicle device 102 generates the observational data (S814) and transmits the observational data to the
ground server 104 (S820). The ground server 104 which receives the observational data generates the augmentative
data and the assistive data (S826 and S830) and transmits the assistive data to the on-vehicle device 102 (S832). The
on-vehicle device 102 which receives the assistive data performs the precise point positioning computation and generates
the first position data (S834).
[0075] Next, an outline of the observational data and generation processing thereof will be described by using Figs.
9 to 11. A description of assistive data generation processing will be made later in relation to Figs. 12 and 13. In the
meantime, a computation flow of the precise point positioning computation in the first data generation processing will
be described later in relation to Fig. 14.

(Generation and selection of observational data)

[0076] The demultiplexing device 220 which receives the positioning signal from the positioning satellite 100 through
the GNSS antenna 112 generates the observational data. Fig. 9 schematically shows a data structure example of the
observational data. In addition to the pseudorange and the carrier wave, the observational data includes reception time
of the positioning signal, the pseudorandom noise code, the signal intensity, and other factors as shown in Fig. 9. The
pseudorandom noise code is used as a code in the case where the positioning satellite 100 subjects the positioning
signal to spread spectrum modulation. In the meantime, the pseudorandom noise codes vary depending on the positioning
satellites 100 that transmit the positioning signals. Accordingly, the pseudorandom noise code is used as an identification
number when the demultiplexing device 220 specifies a transmission source of the positioning signal.
[0077] Next, the observational data generation processing will be described. Fig. 10 shows an example of the obser-
vational data generation processing. As shown in Fig. 10, when the GNSS antenna 112 receives the positioning signal
(S1010), the demultiplexing device 220 transmits the positioning signal to the GNSS receiver 240 through the commu-
nication unit 222 (S1012). In the meantime, the demultiplexing device 220 converts the positioning signal received by
the analog signal to digital signal conversion unit 226 into the digital signal by sampling and quantizing the positioning
signal (S1014). This digital signal is a navigation message which is subjected to binary phase shift keying in the positioning
satellite 100 and then to the spread spectrum modulation by using the pseudorandom noise code. For this reason, the
navigation message demodulation unit 230 demodulates this signal by using the replica of the pseudorandom noise
code stored in the replica code data storage unit 238 so as to demodulate the signal subjected to the binary phase shift
keying, thereby demodulating the navigation message (S1016). Moreover, the pseudorange computation unit 232 cal-
culates the pseudorange between the positioning satellite 100 and the own vehicle in accordance with the above-
mentioned method that uses the pseudorandom noise code (S1018). The pseudorange can be calculated by measuring
time taken by the positioning signal transmitted from the positioning satellite 100 to reach the GNSS antenna 112 from
the data contained in the positioning signal, and then multiplying the measured value by the speed of light. Thereafter,
the observational data transmission unit 234 generates the observational data by adding the carrier wave and other
factors to this pseudorange and converting the added value into an RTCM format (S1020), and then transmits the
observational data to the vehicle control device 260 (S1022). The observational data is divided into packets when the
data is transmitted or received, and each of the packets is held as variable-length data.
[0078] Back to the first position data generation sequence in Fig. 8, when the vehicle control device 260 receives the
observational data from the demultiplexing device 220, the vehicle control device 260 transmits the observational data
to the assistive data distribution server 440 through the communication unit 262. Due to the principle of the satellite
positioning, the demultiplexing device 220 generates the observational data by receiving the positioning signals from
the multiple positioning satellites 100, respectively, and transmits the observational data to the vehicle control device
260. Accordingly, the vehicle control device 260 selects a portion of the observational data and transmits the selected
portion to the assistive data distribution server 440. Fig. 11 shows an example of observational data selection processing.
As shown in Fig. 11, the data processing unit 264 of the vehicle control device 260 divides the observational data received
from the demultiplexing device 220 into pieces depending on the positioning satellites 100 (S1110 and S1112). The
pseudorandom noise codes are used for identifying the positioning satellites 100. Next, the observational data trans-
mission unit 266 selects the portion of the observational data to be transmitted to the assistive data distribution server
440 from the pieces of the observational data divided depending on the positioning satellites 100 (S1114), converts a
data format of the selected portion, and transmits the portion to the assistive data distribution server 440 through the
communication unit 262 (S1116). Note that the portion of the observational data selected by the observational data
transmission unit 266 may be related to one positioning satellite 100 or two or more positioning satellites 100. Meanwhile,
the data format of the portion of the observational data to be transmitted to the assistive data distribution server 440
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may be the RTCM format or an original data format.
[0079] In the meantime, the kinematic positioning system 1a can perform the precise point positioning by receiving
the positioning signals from the positioning satellites 100, respectively, which form different satellite positioning systems,
such as two NAVSTAR (which stands for navigation satellites with time and ranging) Block III satellites that form the
GPS and one GLONASS-K satellite that forms the GLONASS. In this case, the pseudorange computation unit 232 of
the demultiplexing device 220 can calculate the pseudorange by converting a geodetic system of the positioning signal
of the GPS in conformity to the WGS84 or a geodetic system of the positioning signal of the GLONASS in conformity to
the PE90.11 into a JGS 2011 geodetic system that the kinematic positioning system 1a complies with.

(Generation of augmentative data)

[0080] Back to the first position data generation sequence in Fig. 8, the observational data is also generated by the
monitor station 114 in accordance with the same process. The observational data generated by the monitor station 114
is transmitted to the augmentative data distribution server 420 (S824) and is used for generation of the data called the
augmentative data. The augmentative data is the data for correcting the errors out of the errors contained in the carrier
wave phase, which are attributable to the displacement of the orbit on which the positioning satellite 100 travels, accuracy
of the clocks loaded on the positioning satellite 100 and the receiving devices (220 and 240), and the bias of the carrier
wave phase. The augmentative data is generated by computation processing called precise orbit and clock estimation
(S826). The augmentative data distribution server 420 transmits the generated augmentative data to the assistive data
distribution server 440 through the communication unit 422 (S828).

(Generation of assistive data)

[0081] When the assistive data distribution server 440 receives the observational data from the vehicle control device
260 (S820) and the augmentative data from the augmentative data distribution server 420 (S828), the assistive data
distribution server 440 generates the data called the assistive data, which is used for correction of the carrier wave phase
(S830).
[0082] Now, a data structure of the assistive data will be described. Fig. 12 schematically shows a data structure
example of the assistive data. As shown in Fig. 12, the assistive data is formed from a type of a distance measurement
accuracy index, satellite time, the pseudorandom noise code, and other factors in addition to the correction values for
correcting the errors attributed to the displacement of the orbit on which the positioning satellite 100 travels, to the
accuracy of the clocks loaded on the positioning satellite 100 and the GNSS receiver 240 of the on-vehicle device 102,
and to the bias of the carrier wave phase, and for correcting the errors attributed to the delays of the positioning signal
that occur in the course of the passage through the ionosphere and the troposphere.
[0083] The assistive data generation processing will be described. Fig. 13 shows an example of the assistive data
generation processing. As shown in Fig. 13, when the respective vehicles’ observational data reception unit 446 receives
the observational data from the vehicle control devices 260 of the respective vehicles through the communication unit
442 (S1310), the respective vehicles’ observational data reception unit 446 transmits the observational data to the
delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit 450. When the delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions
correction unit 450 receives the observational data, the delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit
450 compares the observational data with the position coordinates based on the observational data of the respective
vehicles stored in the respective vehicles’ observational data storage unit 460, thereby determining whether or not
another vehicle having the converging positioning errors is present in the vicinity of a relevant one of the vehicles (S1312).
On one hand, when the delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit 450 determines that the other
vehicle having the converging positioning errors is present in the vicinity of the relevant vehicle (S1312: Y), the delaying
troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit 450 extracts troposphere and ionosphere delay correction data of
the other vehicle and defines the extracted data as troposphere and ionosphere delay correction data of the relevant
vehicle (S1314), and transmits the extracted data to the assistive data distribution unit 456. On the other hand, when
the delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit 450 determines that there is no other vehicle having
the converging positioning errors in the vicinity of the relevant vehicle (S1312: N), the delaying troposphere and ionosphere
regions correction unit 450 generates the troposphere and ionosphere delay correction data based on the observational
data acquired from the relevant vehicle (S1316), and transmits the generated data to the assistive data distribution unit
456. The assistive data distribution unit 456 generates the assistive data by using the troposphere and ionosphere delay
correction data received from the delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit 450 and the augmentative
data received from the augmentative data reception unit 448 (S1318). After converting the data format into the RTCM
format, the assistive data distribution unit 456 transmits the assistive data to the GNSS receiver 240 of the relevant
vehicle through the communication unit 442 (S1320).
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(Generation of first position data)

[0084] Back to the first position data generation sequence in Fig. 8, the GNSS receiver 240 of each vehicle which
receives the assistive data from the assistive data distribution server 440 performs the precise point positioning com-
putation based on the above-described observation equation (S832 and S834). Thus, the GNSS receiver 240 generates
the position data (the first position data) of the vehicle and transmits the position data to the vehicle control device 260
(S836).
[0085] Now, first position data generation processing will be described in line with an operation of the GNSS receiver
240. Fig. 14 shows an example of the first position data generation processing. As shown in Fig. 14, when the positioning
signal reception unit 246 of the GNSS receiver 240 receives the positioning signal from the demultiplexing device 220
through the communication unit 242 (S1410), the positioning signal reception unit 246 converts this signal into the digital
signal (S1412), demodulates the navigation message by using the replica of the pseudorandom noise code (S1414),
and transmits the demodulated message to the precise point positioning computation unit 250. Meanwhile, when the
assistive data reception unit receives the assistive data from the assistive data distribution server 440 through the
communication unit (S1416), the assistive data reception unit transmits the assistive data to the precise point positioning
computation unit 250. The precise point positioning computation unit 250 which receives the navigation message from
the positioning signal reception unit 246 and the assistive data from the assistive data reception unit 248, respectively,
performs the precise point positioning computation based on these data to generate the first position data (S1418), and
transmits the first position data to the precise point positioning computation result transmission unit 252. The first position
data is generated by correcting the carrier wave phase between the positioning satellite 100 and the own vehicle by
using the assistive data and solving the simultaneous equations. The precise point positioning computation result trans-
mission unit 252 transmits the first position data, which is received from the precise point positioning computation unit
250, to the vehicle control device 260 through the communication unit 242 (S1420) .
[0086] After the on-vehicle device 102 is activated, the above-described first position data generation sequence is
repeatedly executed with a predetermined time period during the operation thereof.

<Second position data generation sequence>

[0087] In the second position data generation sequence being a computation processing system different from the
first position data generation sequence, the kinematic positioning system 1a also performs the precise point positioning
in parallel with the above-described precise point positioning computation in the first position data generation sequence
while using the same observation equation as that in the first position data generation sequence, thereby generating
the position data. The position data generated in the second position data generation sequence will be referred to as
the second position data. Fig. 15 shows an example of the second position data generation sequence. As shown in Fig.
15, the second position data is generated through the following process in this embodiment.
[0088] The on-vehicle device 102 which receives the positioning signal from the positioning satellite 100 generates
the observational data (S1510a and S1512) and transmits the observational data to the ground server 104 (S1518). The
ground server 104 which receives the observational data generates the augmentative data and the assistive data (S1524
and S1528) and calculates the correction values for correcting the carrier wave phase between the positioning satellite
100 and the vehicle by using these data (S1530). The ground server 104 transmits the calculated correction values to
the on-vehicle device 102 (S1532). The on-vehicle device 102 which receives the correction values completes the precise
point positioning computation and generates the second position data (S1534).
[0089] As mentioned above, the second position data generation sequence is different from the first position data
generation sequence. The main differences lie in the device that performs the precise point positioning computation
processing and transmission and reception paths of the data used for the precise point positioning computation. Given
the situation, the second position data generation sequence will be described below by using Figs. 16 to 18.

(Generation and selection of observational data)

[0090] In the second position data generation sequence as well, the demultiplexing device 220 acquires the positioning
signal from the positioning satellite 100 (S1510a), then generates the observational data in accordance with the obser-
vational data generation processing shown in Fig. 10 (S1512), and transmits the observational data to the vehicle control
device 260 (S1514). The vehicle control device 260 which receives the observational data selects a portion of the
observational data concerning the positioning satellite 100 targeted for computation out of the observational data con-
cerning the multiple positioning satellites 100 in accordance with the observational data selection processing shown in
Fig. 11 (S1516), and transmits the selected portion to the assistive data distribution server 440 (S1518).
[0091] In the meantime, the monitor station 114 also receives the positioning signal from the positioning satellite 100
and generates the observational data in accordance with the same process (S1510b and S1520), and transmits the
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observational data to the augmentative data distribution server 420 (S1522)

(Generation of augmentative data)

[0092] The augmentative data distribution server 420 receives the observational data from the monitor station 114
and generates the augmentative data (S1524). Then, the augmentative data distribution server 420 transmits the aug-
mentative data to the assistive data distribution server 440 (S1526). The augmentative data generation processing is
the same as that in the first position data generation sequence.

(Generation of assistive data)

[0093] When the assistive data distribution server 440 receives the observational data from the vehicle control device
260 and the augmentative data from the augmentative data distribution server 420, respectively, the assistive data
distribution server 440 generates the assistive data in accordance with the assistive data generation processing shown
in Fig. 13 (S1528). The assistive data generation processing is also the same as that in the first position data generation
sequence.
[0094] However, there are differences between the second position data generation sequence and the first position
data generation sequence, which are related to the generation of the assistive data and the precise point positioning
processing thereafter.
[0095] A first difference lies in the device that executes the precise point positioning computation. Specifically, on one
hand, in the first position data generation sequence, the precise point positioning computation is performed by the GNSS
receiver 240. On the other hand, in the second position data generation sequence, the precise point positioning com-
putation is performed by the vehicle control device 260.
[0096] A second difference lies in the fact that a transmission destination of the assistive data is the vehicle control
device 260 unlike in the case of the first position data generation sequence.
[0097] A third difference lies in a channel of acquisition of the observational data by the device that performs the
precise point positioning computation. On one hand, in the second position data generation sequence, the vehicle control
device 260 performs the precise point positioning computation. Accordingly, the vehicle control device 260 uses the
carrier wave contained in the observational data received from the GNSS receiver 240 for the precise point positioning
computation. On the other hand, in the first position data generation sequence, the GNSS receiver 240 which performs
the precise point positioning computation performs the precise point positioning computation by using the positioning
signal received from the positioning satellite 100 through the demultiplexing device 220.
[0098] A fourth difference lines in the method of generating the correction values for carrying out the precise point
positioning computation. On one hand, in the first position data generation sequence where the precise point positioning
computation is performed solely based on the positioning signal received by the GNSS antenna 112 of the own vehicle,
it is not possible to calculate the correction values and to perform the precise point positioning immediately after a
situation where the positioning signal from the positioning satellite 100 is blocked by a shield object such as a tunnel,
for instance. On the other hand, in the second position data generation sequence, the assistive data distribution server
440 can gain the position coordinates of the respective vehicles. Accordingly, it is possible to generate the correction
values even in the aforementioned situation by using the observational data acquired from another vehicle that is traveling
near an exit of the tunnel. In this way, the precise point positioning computation can be performed immediately after the
own vehicle pulls out of the tunnel.

(Generation of second position data)

[0099] In the second position data generation sequence shown as an example in Fig. 15, the assistive data distribution
server 440 first calculates the correction values for correcting the carrier wave phase (S1530), and transmits the correction
values to the vehicle control device 260 (S1532) The vehicle control device 260 performs the precise point positioning
computation by using the received correction values, thereby generating the second position data (S1534).
[0100] Fig. 16 shows an example of second position data generation processing. As shown in Fig. 16, when the
assistive data distribution server 440 receives the observational data and recent position data of the vehicle targeted
for positioning from the vehicle control device 260 (S1610), the assistive data distribution server 440 calculates the
correction values by using the generated assistive data (S1612) . In this instance, multiple precise point positioning
computation processes may be performed in parallel by generating multiple pieces of the position data by using the
recent position data and adding random noise such as normal distribution to the recent position data and calculating the
multiple sets of the correction values (be described later in detail in relation to Fig. 17). The assistive data distribution
server 440 converts a data format of the calculated correction values and transmits the correction values to the vehicle
control device 260 (S1614). Here, the data format of the correction values may be the RTCM format or an original data
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format.
[0101] When the external precise point positioning computation result reception unit 268 of the vehicle control device
260 receives the correction values from the assistive data distribution server 440 through the communication unit 262,
the external precise point positioning computation result reception unit 268 transmits the received correction values to
the precise point positioning computation unit 270. The precise point positioning computation unit 270 which receives
the correction values corrects the carrier wave phase contained in the observational data received from the demultiplexing
device 220 by using the correction values, thereby generating the second position data in accordance with the precise
point positioning (S1616). After the on-vehicle device 102 is activated, the above-described second position data gen-
eration sequence is repeatedly executed with a predetermined time period during the operation thereof.
[0102] As described above, the assistive data distribution server 440 calculates the correction values in the second
position data generation sequence. This makes it possible to utilize the observational data received from the vehicle
other than the vehicle targeted for positioning and stored in the respective vehicles’ observational data storage unit 460
for estimation of the clock error on the receiving device (220 and 240), for example. As a consequence, it is possible to
achieve an effect of increasing observation points. Fig. 17 schematically shows a method of estimating the crock error
on the receiving device (220 and 240) at high accuracy. Estimation of the crock error on the receiving device (220 and
240) is performed as part of the precise point positioning computation. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 14, on one hand,
in the first position data generation sequence, estimation of the clock error on the receiving device (220 and 240) is
performed by the precise point positioning computation unit 250 of the GNSS receiver 240. The data storage unit 254
of the GNSS receiver 240 does not store the observational data formed by another vehicle and estimates the clock error
of the own vehicle solely based on the observational data generated by the own vehicle. This situation is illustrated on
the left side in Fig. 17. Since only observational data p1 obtained by the vehicle targeted for positioning is used in this
case, the estimation of the clock error on the receiving device (220 and 240) requires a period of time that corresponds
to a computation processing capacity of the GNSS receiver 240 as illustrated on the left side in Fig. 17. On the other
hand, in the second position data generation sequence, the observation points are increased by inclusively using ob-
servation data p2 to p4 of other vehicles stored in the respective vehicles’ observational data storage unit 460 as illustrated
on the right side in Fig. 17. Accordingly, the numerical value of the vehicle with a smaller clock error can be used as the
variable when correcting the carrier wave phase between the positioning satellite 100 and the own vehicle, so that the
period of time required for calculation of the correction values can be reduced as compared to the case of estimating
the clock error of the own vehicle and setting the estimated value as the variable. Alternatively, a time period for con-
vergence of positioning accuracy can be reduced by generating multiple pieces of the position data by adding the random
noise such as normal distribution to the recent position data as mentioned earlier so as to artificially increase the
observation points, and then by performing the parallel computation.
[0103] The example of the method of using the observational data received from the vehicle other than the vehicle
targeted for positioning for estimation of the clock error on the receiving device (220 and 240) has been described above
by using Fig. 17. It is needless to say, however, that the observational data received from the vehicle other than the
vehicle targeted for positioning, which is stored in the respective vehicles’ observational data storage unit 460, can also
be used in a case of calculating the variables concerning other error factors that form the correction values.

<Selection of first position data or second position data>

[0104] In the kinematic positioning system 1a of this embodiment, the vehicle control device 260 can compare the first
position data and the second position data which are calculated by using the different computation processing systems,
and select the more accurate position data as the position data of the own vehicle. Fig. 18 shows an example of a
process to select the position data. As shown in Fig. 18, when the convergence determination and positioning selection
unit 272 of the vehicle control device 260 receives the first position data from the GNSS receiver 240 through the
communication unit 262 (S1810), the convergence determination and positioning selection unit 272 compares a variation
in errors of the acquired first position data with a variation in errors of the second position data generated by the precise
point positioning computation unit 270 (S1812). On one hand, when the variation in errors of the second position data
is determined to be smaller (S1812: Y), the second position data is selected as the position coordinates of the own
vehicle (S1814). On the other hand, when the variation in errors of the first position data is determined to be smaller
(S1812: N), the convergence determination and positioning selection unit 272 selects the first position data as the position
coordinates of the own vehicle (S1816).
[0105] The convergence determination and positioning selection unit 272 can determine which one of the first position
data and the second position data should be selected as the position data of the own vehicle in light of the state of
convergence of the positioning, by calculating standard deviations of the respective position data within a predetermined
time period in terms of the first position data and the second position data that are generated, for example, and then
comparing the standard deviations of the first position data and the second position data.
[0106] Here, if the convergence determination and positioning selection unit 272 cannot receive the first position data
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that represents the same position as the second position data within a predetermine period such as five seconds after
the reception of the second position data from the precise point positioning computation unit 270, the convergence
determination and positioning selection unit 272 determines the second position data as the position data of the own
vehicle. Likewise, if the convergence determination and positioning selection unit 272 cannot receive the second position
data that represents the same position as the first position data within a predetermine period after the reception of the
first position data from the GNSS receiver 240, the convergence determination and positioning selection unit 272 de-
termines the first position data as the position data of the own vehicle. In this way, it is possible to realize the stable
positioning as compared to a case where there is only one channel of acquisition of the position data.
[0107] The convergence determination and positioning selection unit 272 may compare the position data selected by
the above-described processing, for instance, with the position coordinates of the own vehicle estimated by using a well-
known Kalman filter, and determine that the positioning errors have converged when a total value of differences in terms
of x components, y components, and z components between both of the position coordinates in the same positioning
coordinate system falls within a predetermined range.
[0108] When the positioning integration unit 274 of the vehicle control device 260 acquires the position data from the
convergence determination and positioning selection unit 272, the positioning integration unit 274 generates the inte-
grated positioning data by integrating the position data with various sensor data received through the communication
unit 262, and transmits the integrated positioning data to the travel orbit generation and vehicle control unit 276. When
the travel orbit generation and vehicle control unit 276 receives the integrated positioning data, the travel orbit generation
and vehicle control unit 276 generates the travel orbit data based on this data and transmits a control amount to a travel
control device, such as an actuator for controlling the travel of the own vehicle, through the communication unit 262.
[0109] As described above, according to the kinematic positioning system 1 of this embodiment, the precise point
positioning computation is performed by using the two computation processing systems, namely, the first position data
generation sequence and the second position data generation sequence. Of these sequences, the second position data
generation sequence is designed to cause the assistive data distribution server 440 to perform the computation of the
correction values in the precise point positioning computation. Accordingly, the observational data acquired from the
monitor station 114 and the observational data received from the other vehicle can be used in the process of calculating
the correction values. As a consequence, the second position data generation sequence can complete the precise point
positioning computation even in a situation where the first position data generation sequence, which is designed to
perform the precise point positioning computation solely based on the positioning signal received by the GNSS antenna
112 of the own vehicle, cannot calculate the correction values at a point immediately after activation of the on-vehicle
device 102 or in a situation where the signals from the satellites are blocked by a shield object such as a tunnel, for
example. It is therefore possible to achieve convergence of the positioning errors in a short time and to realize the stable
positioning by selecting the second position data as the position data of the own vehicle. As a consequence, it is possible
to provide the kinematic positioning system 1a, which is capable of effectively reducing a time period for convergence
of the positioning errors.
[0110] Meanwhile, in the kinematic positioning system 1 of this embodiment, the processing system of the first position
data generation sequence is different from the processing system of the second position data generation sequence.
Specifically, channels of acquisition of the variables and the observational values are different, and a calculation result
and computation accuracy may therefore be different even when the precise point positioning computation is performed
by using the same observation equation. In the kinematic positioning system 1a, two computation results representing
the same position are compared so that the more accurate computation result can be selected as the position coordinates
of the vehicle targeted for positioning. As a consequence, according to the kinematic positioning system 1a, it is possible
to utilize high-accuracy position data, and thus to contribute to implementation of the travel control of an autonomous
traveling vehicle that requires high-accuracy positioning.

===Second embodiment===

[0111] Next, another embodiment of the present invention will be described. In the kinematic positioning system 1
described in the first embodiment, the conduct of the precise point positioning computation in the second position data
generation sequence is shared by the ground server 104 and the on-vehicle device 102. To be more precise, this
sequence is configured to generate the second position data by causing the assistive data distribution server 440 to
calculate the correction values for correcting the carrier wave phase and causing the vehicle control device 260 to
complete the precise point positioning computation by using the correction values. In this embodiment, the second
position data generation sequence is designed to cause the ground server 104 to perform the entire precise point
positioning computation and to cause the on-vehicle device 102 to receive the position data (the corrected positon
coordinates), which represents a computation result, from the ground server 104.
[0112] Physical and functional configurations of the kinematic positioning system 1 of this embodiment are the same
as the configurations of the first embodiment shown in Figs. 1 to 7. Moreover, the processing flow of the first position
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data generation sequence is the same as the processing flow of the first position data generation sequence of the first
embodiment shown in Figs. 8 to 14. For this reason, explanations of these overlapping elements will be omitted.

<Regarding second position data generation sequence>

[0113] The second position data generation sequence of this embodiment will be described by using Fig. 19. Fig. 19
shows an example of the second position data generation sequence.
[0114] The on-vehicle device 102 which receives the positioning signal from the positioning satellite 100 generates
the observational data (S1910a and S1912), and transmits the observational data to the ground server 104 (S1918).
The ground server 104 which receives the observational data generates the augmentative data and the assistive data
(S1924 and S1928), and completes the precise point positioning computation by using these data (S1930). Thus, the
second position data is generated. The ground server 104 transmits the generated second position data to the on-vehicle
device 102 (S1932).
[0115] Next, the second position data generation processing of this embodiment will be described. Fig. 20 shows an
example of the second position data generation processing. As shown in Fig. 20, when the respective vehicles’ obser-
vational data reception unit of the assistive data distribution server 440 receives the observational data and the recent
position data of the vehicle from the vehicle control device 260 through the communication unit 442 (S2010), the respective
vehicles’ observational data reception unit transmits these data to the precise point positioning computation unit 452.
The precise point positioning computation unit 452 performs the precise point positioning computation by using the
observational data received from the respective vehicles’ observational data reception unit 446 and the assistive data
generated by the delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit 450, thereby generating the second
position data (S2012). In this instance, the clock error on the receiving device (220 and 240) is estimated by using the
multiple observation points as with the first embodiment. The assistive data distribution server 440 converts the data
format of the computation result and transmits the result as the second position data to the vehicle control device 260
(S2014). Here, the data format of the second position data may be the RTCM format or an original data format.
[0116] The subsequent processing to select the first position data or the second position data is the same as the case
of the first embodiment.
[0117] As described above, according to the kinematic positioning system 1 of the second embodiment, the precise
point positioning computation in the second position data generation sequence is performed by the assistive data dis-
tribution server 440. Thus, it is possible to reduce a processing burden on the vehicle control device 260 as compared
to the first embodiment. This makes it possible to cause the vehicle control device 260 to execute different data processing
by using the same hardware. Alternatively, it is possible to obtain an effect of achieving cost reduction of the vehicle
control device 260 as the hardware.
[0118] The embodiments of the present invention have been described above with reference to the drawings. It is to
be noted that the above description of the embodiments aims to facilitate the understanding of the present invention
and is not intended to limit the technical scope of the present invention. The present invention may be altered or modified
without departing from the gist of the above-described embodiments, and the present invention also encompasses all
the equivalents thereto.

[Reference Signs List]

[0119]

1 kinematic positioning system
100 positioning satellite
102 on-vehicle device
104 ground server
112 GNSS antenna
114 monitor station
220 demultiplexing device
226 analog signal to digital signal conversion unit
228 code correlation unit
230 navigation message demodulation unit
232 pseudorange computation unit
234 observational data transmission unit
238, 257 replica code data storage unit
240 GNSS receiver
246 positioning signal reception unit
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248 assistive data reception unit
250, 270 precise point positioning computation unit
252 precise point positioning computation result transmission unit
256 positioning signal data storage unit
258 assistive data storage unit
259 precise point positioning computation result data storage unit
260 vehicle control device
266 observational data transmission unit
268 external precise point positioning computation result reception unit
272 convergence determination and positioning selection unit
274 positioning integration unit
276 travel orbit generation and vehicle control unit
280 positioning supplementary data storage unit
282 vehicle control map data storage unit
420 augmentative data distribution server
426 precise orbit and clock estimation unit
428 augmentative data generation unit
430 augmentative data distribution unit
434 monitor station’s observational data storage unit
440 assistive data distribution server
446 respective vehicles’ observational data reception unit
448 augmentative data reception unit
450 delaying troposphere and ionosphere regions correction unit
452 precise point positioning computation unit
454 precise point positioning computation result distribution unit
456 assistive data distribution unit
460 respective vehicles’ observational data storage unit
462 assistive data storage unit
470 management server
500 moving body (vehicle)

Claims

1. A kinematic positioning system configured to determine position coordinates of moving bodies by receiving posi-
tioning signals from positioning satellites, comprising:

an on-vehicle device configured to calculate the position coordinates of one of the moving bodies based on
carrier wave phases of the positioning signals received from the positioning satellites; and
a ground management device configured to transmit correction data used to calculate the position coordinates
to the on-vehicle device in response to a request from the on-vehicle device, wherein
the on-vehicle device executes

a first processing sequence of performing precise point positioning computation by acquiring precise orbit
data of each positioning satellite from any of the positioning satellite and the ground management device,
and calculating the position coordinates, and
a second processing sequence of sending the ground management device a pseudorange concerning a
positioning satellite selected from the positioning satellites, a carrier wave, and the position coordinates of
the one moving body, performing the precise point positioning computation by acquiring the correction data
from the ground management device, and calculating the position coordinates, and

in the second processing sequence, the on-vehicle device selects the position coordinates having a smaller
data error out of the position coordinates calculated in the first processing sequence and the position coordinates
calculated in the second processing sequence as the position coordinates of the one moving body.

2. A kinematic positioning system configured to determine position coordinates of moving bodies by receiving posi-
tioning signals from positioning satellites, comprising:
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an on-vehicle device configured to calculate the position coordinates of one of the moving bodies based on
carrier wave phases of the positioning signals received from the positioning satellites; and
a ground management device configured to transmit correction data used to calculate the position coordinates
to the on-vehicle device in response to a request from the on-vehicle device, wherein
the on-vehicle device executes

a first processing sequence of performing precise point positioning computation by acquiring precise orbit
data of each positioning satellite from any of the positioning satellite and the ground management device,
and calculating the position coordinates, and
a second processing sequence of sending the ground management device a pseudorange obtained by a
positioning satellite selected from the positioning satellites, a carrier wave, and the position coordinates of
the one moving body, and acquiring the position coordinates calculated by the ground management device
from the ground management device, and

in the second processing sequence,

the on-vehicle device sends the ground management device the pseudorange obtained by the positioning
satellite selected from the positioning satellites, the carrier wave, and broad position coordinates of the one
moving body calculated based on any of the pseudorange and the carrier wave,
the ground management device calculates the correction data based on the pseudorange, the carrier wave,
and the broad position coordinates received from the on-vehicle device, performs the precise point posi-
tioning computation by using the correction data, calculates the position coordinates, and transmits the
position coordinates to the on-vehicle device, and

the on-vehicle device selects the position coordinates having a smaller data error out of the position coordinates
calculated in the first processing sequence and the position coordinates calculated in the second processing
sequence as the position coordinates of the one moving body.

3. The kinematic positioning system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the ground management device stores the position coordinates of a different one of the moving bodies received
from the different moving body, and
the ground management device employs correction data used by the different moving body for the precise point
positioning computation when the ground management device determines that the position coordinates are stable
over time.

4. The kinematic positioning system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the correction data includes:

satellite orbit error correction data used to correct an orbit error of any of the positioning satellites;
troposphere error correction data used to correct an error involving the carrier wave attributed to passage of
the positioning signal through the troposphere; and
ionosphere error correction data used to correct an error involving the carrier wave attributed to passage of the
positioning signal through the ionosphere.

5. A kinematic positioning method of determining position coordinates of moving bodies by receiving positioning signals
from positioning satellites, the method comprising the steps of causing a computer equipped with a processor and
a memory to execute:

processing to calculate the position coordinates of one of the moving bodies based on carrier wave phases of
the positioning signals received from the positioning satellites;
processing to transmit correction data used to calculate the position coordinates to an on-vehicle device in
response to a request from the on-vehicle device;
first processing to perform precise point positioning computation by acquiring precise orbit data of each posi-
tioning satellite from any of the positioning satellite and a ground management device, and to calculate the
position coordinates; and
second processing to send the ground management device a pseudorange concerning a positioning satellite
selected from the positioning satellites, a carrier wave, and the position coordinates of the one moving body,
to perform the precise point positioning computation by acquiring the correction data from the ground manage-
ment device, and to calculate the position coordinates, wherein
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in the second processing, the on-vehicle device selects the position coordinates having a smaller data error out
of the position coordinates calculated in the first processing and the position coordinates calculated in the second
processing as the position coordinates of the one moving body.

6. A kinematic positioning method of determining position coordinates of moving bodies by receiving positioning signals
from positioning satellites, the method comprising the steps of causing a computer equipped with a processor and
a memory to execute:

processing to calculate the position coordinates of one of the moving bodies based on carrier wave phases of
the positioning signals received from the positioning satellites;
processing to transmit correction data used to calculate the position coordinates to the on-vehicle device in
response to a request from the on-vehicle device;
first processing to perform precise point positioning computation by acquiring precise orbit data of each posi-
tioning satellite from any of the positioning satellite and the ground management device, and to calculate the
position coordinates; and
second processing to send the ground management device a pseudorange obtained by a positioning satellite
selected from the positioning satellites, a carrier wave, and the position coordinates of the one moving body,
and to acquire the position coordinates calculated by the ground management device from the ground man-
agement device, wherein
in the second processing,

the on-vehicle device sends the ground management device the pseudorange obtained by the positioning
satellite selected from the positioning satellites, the carrier wave, and broad position coordinates of the one
moving body calculated based on any of the pseudorange and the carrier wave,
the ground management device calculates the correction data based on the pseudorange, the carrier wave,
and the broad position coordinates received from the on-vehicle device, performs the precise point posi-
tioning computation by using the correction data, calculates the position coordinates, and transmits the
position coordinates to the on-vehicle device, and

the on-vehicle device selects the position coordinates having a smaller data error out of the position coordinates
calculated in the first processing and the position coordinates calculated in the second processing as the position
coordinates of the one moving body.

7. The kinematic positioning method according to claim 5 or 6, wherein
the position coordinates of a different one of the moving bodies received from the different moving body are stored, and
the correction data used by the different moving body is employed for the precise point positioning computation in
a case of a determination that the position coordinates are stable over time.

8. The kinematic positioning method according to claim 5 or 6, wherein the correction data includes:

satellite orbit error correction data used to correct an orbit error of any of the positioning satellites;
troposphere error correction data used to correct an error involving the carrier wave attributed to passage of
the positioning signal through the troposphere; and
ionosphere error correction data used to correct an error involving the carrier wave attributed to passage of the
positioning signal through the ionosphere.
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